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MOBILE BARS & BACK UP SERVICE

For Conventional Beverage Service Using Cans and Bottles

ARCHITECTURAL “AS-CB-MW” SERIES

Increase beverage sales with a portable bar - built to serve as the toughest bar in town!
1

Made from solid mahogany wood - featuring
classical architectural elements from old world
craftsmanship. Built from real wood and finished
in a rich, traditional cherry stain

2

Perfect for event hosting with conventional bar
service - use of cans and bottles without
dispensing system

3

Made for mobile applications - FWE 5', 6', 8'
Architectural series bars are constructed with a
stainless steel tubular welded base frame, and
designed to absorb vibration and shock during
transport

4

Conventional ice sink with drain. 60lb ice bin
capacity with sliding stainless steel cover

5

Removable bottle speed rail

6

Matching back bar and ice carts are available

*Two year limited warranty

2

6

AS-PSC-6-MW
(Shown with Optional Accessory Mirrored Canopy)

AS-CB-6-MW

AS-IC-200-MW

1

3

Solid Mahogany Wood

Stainless Steel Construction

4

5

Ice Sink

Removable Speed Rail

6
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AS-CB-6-MW

AS-CB-8-MW

MATCHING BACK BAR
WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORY
MIRRORED CANOPY.
Super back-up! Stores extra liquor, glasses and bar
accessories. Convenient work / serve top. Recessed
can lights above handsome Mirrored Canopy. Interior
shelves adjustable on 1.5" spacings. Welded
stainless steel frame assures years of profitable use.
Large 5" casters with brakes allows easy mobility.
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AS-PSC-6-MW

AS-IC-200-MW

MATCHING ICE STORAGE CART.
Holds 200 lbs. of ice!. Fully insulated.
Sliding stainless top. Drain, and all swivel 5"
casters. Welded stainless steel frame.

AS-PSC-8-MW

OVERALL EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS IN. (mm)

Consult Factory for

SHIPPING CLASS

OVERALL EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS IN. (mm)
MODEL
NUMBER

WORKING STORAGE
AREA CASTER
AREA
HEIGHT DIMS (IN) SIZE

HIGH
“H”

DEEP
“D”

LONG
“L”

47.5"
(1207)

32.5"
(826)

60.5" 35.5"
(1537) (902)

40.25W x
28.5H x
23D

AS-CB-6-MW

47.5”
(1207)

32.5”
(826)

35.5"
73"
(1854) (902)

AS-CB-8-MW [B]

47.5”
(1207)

32.5”
(826)

35.5"
96"
(2438) (902)

43W x
28.5H x
23D
30W x
28.5H x
23D

AS-CB-5-MW

[A]

[A] With standard speed rail removed the width dimension is 24.75"
[B] AS-CB-8-MW model furnished with 2 sinks.

CONSTRUCTION. Heliarc welded, single unit
construction shall consist of welded stainless steel
base frame of heavy gauge 1” square stainless steel
tubing with extra 10 gauge stainless steel caster
corner plate reinforcements.

MODEL
NUMBER

5”

SHIP
WT .
LBS.
(KG)

AS-IC-200-MW

525
(237)

5”

570
(259)

5”

868
(394)

MODEL
NUMBER

5599 HWY. 31 W. Portland, TN 37148
815.459.7500 | Fax: 815.459.7989 | sales@fwe.com

OVERALL EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS IN. (mm)
HIGH
“H”
[A]

DEEP
“D”

LONG
“L”

AS-PSC-6-MW

38"
(965)

26.75"
(679)

75"
(1905)

AS-PSC-8-MW

38"
(965)

26.75"
(679)

96"
(2438)

SHIP
WT .
CASTER LBS.
(KG)
SIZE
470
5”
(213)
630
5”
(286)

[A] Height with canopy dimension is 89” (2261mm)

BODY / TOP MATERIALS. Classic raised solid
Mahogany wood panels, fluted columns, crown
molding and beveled edge “Chicago Arm” style bar
top. Solid brass kick plate provided in front and
sides of unit. All wood surfaces finished with polymer
coating to deter scratching and gouging. Constructed
with reinforced joints for additional strength and
durability. Solid hardwood: Mahogany; Finish:
Cherry. Full length, heavy gauge stainless steel
angles reinforce front corners of body on inside, with
high impact edging on outside corners. Work surface
shall be constructed of 20 gauge stainless steel.
Interior of body shall be lined with 22 gauge stainless
steel, bonded to cabinet walls and bottom storage
area. Seams shall overlap for greater durability and
moisture resistance. Work and splash areas shall be
polished stainless steel with easy-to-clean coved
corners. Front edge shall have raised marine
nosing to retard spills. Laminate, Graphite Nebula,
bar top with an oversized mahogany wood "Chicago
Arm" surround.

FOOD WARMING EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.

SHIP
WT .
ICE
LONG
DEEP
TANK CASTER LBS.
“L” CAPACITY
“D”
(KG)
SIZE
140
34.75" 22.25" 22.25" 200 lbs 5”
(64)
(883) (565) (565)
HIGH
“H”

CASTERS. Maintenance free polyurethane tire
casters in a configuration of two (2) rigid and
two (2) swivel with brake. Eight (8) foot
models are equipped with six (6) casters: two (2)
rigid casters and four (4) swivel with brake. Casters
shall have a reinforced yoke mounted to 10 gauge
caster plate. The caster mounting plate shall be
secured to a 10 gauge stainless steel reinforcing
stress plate via welded in place stainless steel studs.
The reinforcing stress plates shall be welded to the
heavy gauge tubular frame of the unit.
STORAGE AREA. On all models, the bottom
storage area shall be stainless steel lined. Provided
with one shelf.
ICE CHEST. Insulated ice chest shall be one piece
stainless steel with coved corners: 19.75” x 12.75” x
10.5” deep with shut off drain valve. 60lbs ice
storage capacity. Ice chest includes two piece
stainless steel sliding lid.
BAR ACCESSORIES. Standard equipment shall
include 4.25” deep, heavy gauge stainless steel full
length bottle speed rail; removable without tools.
Towel ring shall be mounted to working side.
Stainless steel condiment holder.

800-222-4393
www.FWE.com

Optional Accessories

□ Locking bottle speed rail
□ Locking doors for storage
areas
□ Stainless steel bar gutters
□ Protective storage cover
□ Built-in electric hand sink
□ Custom stain
□ Custom bar top

FWE products may be covered under one or
more of the following U.S. patents:
288,299;238,300;3,952,609;4,192,991.
All rights reserved.
All specifications subject to change without
notice.
Errors subject to correction.
© 17 Food Warming Equipment Company, Inc.
R.17.01
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